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About This Game

The servants of Lucifer stole the Stone of the Dead and opened the gates of the Hell!
You are to fight with Lucifer and restore the Stone of the Dead before rising of the bloody moon!

Otherwise, Lucifer will gain power over the world and the dark forces will remain forever in the world of the living.

Buy more than 40 magical items for your home.
Magic gameplay

More than 100 exciting levels.
9 locations with the search of the words

Get all the awards
Original graphic arts
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Title: Save Halloween: City of Witches
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Quick Click Games
Publisher:
Calenture Remedy Ltd
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 900Mhz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: integrated

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

English,French,German,Dutch,Russian
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Bought it on dicount.
Didn't expect much but it was fun little game.
Would recommend it if you can get it during discount. It's a good game. I woke up early to make sure I was up during launch
and it was totally worth it! The new campus options bring a lot more depth to your city and gives your education system a whole
new makeover for the better! Having the new Industries 4.0 policy is a life saver if you want to have high educated citizens
without killing your industrial zones.. Disclaimer: This module was actually released quite a few years ago, which explains a lot
of my complaints. Still, it would be nice if Steam's description of it included that little bit of info.

Picked this up while it was on sale for $12.49 USD. To be honest, I'm a little bit surprised at how mediocre a lot of the aircraft
is. Most (if not all) dials are not aligned with their actual clickspots, texture quality is pretty bad on lots of the virtual cockpit (it
also completely lacks a 2D cockpit if you prefer those), and the reference sheet and checklist seem to 404 error though they
should be stored locally?

Granted, there aren't many freeware PA28s that are decent quality, but this doesn't feel like something I'd expect to pay money
for. This seems like an aircraft I'd download from SimHQ for FS2002, not something I'd ever pay $25 (the full price) for and
use in FSX.

Spend a little bit more and buy A2A's stuff instead.. Honestly, that was a pretty nice puzzle game! The difficulties are in, the
science-fic theme is awesome and relaxing and it's pretty unique :).
If you want the gameplay that I made on YT ;)
https://youtu.be/ncfZixhQJaQ
P.S. A big thanks to Game Balance for sending me the key to play it. I enjoyed that.. I have had my share of fun pugs and toxic
pugs and overall this is a good platform for competitive CS. A lot of people on here can get cocky though, but in my experience
as long as you are friendly and a decent player you should be okay.
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Well that was a cute game. Basic point and click adventure game with a 'Scooby Doo' esque story. Mildly entertaining and about
2 hours long.

The puzzles dont get to complex so its a pretty laid back playthrough. Depending on the price you should grab it.. Needs more
parts and things to do in sandbox, more rockets, satelites,lunar landers, types of rockets, cockpits, deployments,. So over a
decade ago, there was this little browser flash game called Material Sniper, a fun little shooter that tested your aiming
skills through a variety of challenges. Unfortunately despite the promises of more features that game offered, it kinda
fizzled out and now pretty much abandonware.

Heroine of the Sniper is pretty much that game with a price tag and nice 3D graphics. Yes, there's now actual WASD
movement available now and your targets are now presented in 3D, but otherwise the core mechanics of this game and
presentation is essentially identical to Material Sniper's, right down to the somewhat jazzy soundtrack style. It was
nostalgia for that particular game that drove me to get this, and while this may not be the the best shooting game here
on Steam, it's a nice little time waster at least.

So this game is a first person shooter where you're tasked with shooting a variety of different targets in different
situations with your trusty sniper rifle. Like the aforementioned Material Sniper, this game uses pseudo-realistic
shooting mechanics, with scope sway and bullet flight time being factors in shooting, and even the need to hold your
breath to stabilize aim. The main charm of this particular game though, as with its predecessor\/possible inspiration
comes from the animated female avatar to the lower right of the screen, who provides a bit of character to the shooting
as her various facial expressions and actions reflect the actions that occur in the game: hit a bullseye and her face
lights up in satisfaction, whiff a shot and her face sours, and if you manage to screw up on a mission the look of
absolute terror on her face is hilarious. The game takes you through 15 missions, each with their own unique enemies
and conditions to challenge, from timing shots to destroy bombs at their safest moment, to car chases, and even a short
puzzle-like segment in secret bases. Unlike in most other FPS where you spray and pray, precision and accurately are
normally your most important performance metrics here, though a couple of moments in the game do give you the
chance to go full auto firepower. And after successfully completing each mission, you're given the abiltity to upgrade
one of several stats like recoil reduction, magazine size, scope sway reduction, etc., which will further improve your
ability to shoot more precisely in more harrowing situations.

By its own merit, Heroine of the Sniper isn't particularly great, and its low resource production clearly shows in sparse
environments and lack of polish, though the game's missions do offer up a nice variety of challenges that'll test your
aiming skills in different ways. While this game does have a semblance of a story that embraces action b-movie
silliness, for the most part the gameplay will be the thing that'll attempt to engage you.

However, for me knowing that Material Sniper exists, I find myself comparing this game to that one, and in many ways
I find Heroine of the Sniper to be the lesser product for a simple reason: Heroine of the Sniper doesn't have a lot of the
smaller features that Material Sniper has which makes it richer. Material Sniper was a complex shooter for something
so cheap, with mechanics like actual bullet flight time and even windage being a core part of gameplay, adding that bit
of depth to how you shoot targets. While Heroine of the Sniper does have bullet flight time in its gameplay, it doesn't
communicate this fact very well, and the gameplay structure actually makes it something you won't even worry about
in 13 out of the 15 missions where your weapon might as well be hitscan.

That doesn't mean that Heroine of the Sniper doesn't have its own advantages, like having actual free movement that
allows for scenarios potentially more complex than Material Sniper's has. However, Heroine of the Sniper doesn't
realize the full potential of the resources that it has despite the inklings of creative ideas that it hints at (like having to
time your shots to the sound of fireworks) towards improving its core game mechanics, and instead towards the end it
simply becomes a generic action shooter in the vein of say Call of Duty. Without the extra mechanics that Material
Sniper has, being generic is possibly the worst thing this game did, and unfortunately it's ovewhelmingly that.

For me, while Heroine of the Sniper is quite the quaint little inoffensive game that does scratch that itch of a particular
subgenre of shooter for me, seeing that it's not actually any better than a free flash browser game is kind of
disappointing, and makes me feel like it's really not worth the money I put down to get this. Heroine of the Sniper
could've been the game that finally made me stop waiting in vain for Material Sniper, instead it simply showed me that
a 10-year old incomplete flash game is actually somewhat better than a fully released game on Steam, which is rather
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sad to me. If that other game didn't exist, I could perhaps recommend Heroine of the Sniper as a somewhat laid-back
shooting game, but Material Sniper does exist, and hence why I can't recommend this particular game in good
conscience.. It's early beta and the developers are a small studio, so I guess it's very natural that the game has very few
people online at any given moment. But for an aspiring MOBA, that's a big problem. At some point the team might
really want to make a investment in publicity.

I couldn't really "play" the game in the strict sense, because so far, I found no one to play with. However, I could start
a match and take a look.

I see the devs are trying to polish the game and make it interesting. The graphics are cool, the sound effects are decent,
the maps are looking quite good and there is a skill tree that seems to be diverse and easy to use. During my few
minutes of gameplay I found the controls to be very responsive. The tutorial was very basic, but effective. I found no
evident bugs while playing, which counts as a good sign, IMO.

There are problems, to be sure: the basic shot is a skill you have to buy (c'mon now - what MOBA has ever started you
without a basic attack?), the UI could be better looking and more organized.

However, since it's early development, it's a small studio and the game is looking very sharp and showing a lot of
potential, I will give it a positive review. Let's hope they keep updating it and invest in publicity. Otherwise, it will be a
huge dissapointment.. I really do like this game, but at the current state I would not be able to recommend it.
Graphically, it's great. The world is interesting and creepy. The puzzles overall are good.

There are two big problems right now though - bugs and saving.

The saving system apparently saves once per chapter. After 4 hours of attempts - for various reasons I've still not
passed chapter 1. This means every time I want to try again, I'm replaying everything over and over. I've played
through chapter 1 at least 5 times now. This really needs a huge improvement - whether it's by implementing manual
user saves, or time-interval saves, or puzzle-completion saves... something.

If there was a proper saving system, the bugs wouldn't matter. You'd just load up the last save. I get it - it's new
technology and probably a technically complicated game. Bugs happen, and they don't often bother me.

But since I've had game-breaking bugs occur in chapter one 3 times now, it matters. Cause when the game breaks, you
get to start all over - no matter if you're on the last encounter after a dozen puzzles were solved for the 5th time.

I had to leave once - not realizing there wasn't a saving system at all at that time. Had a hardware issue that required a
restart. Then 3 game-breaking bugs. I give up.. This game in it's current state is actually pretty good. The 20$ price tag
is a bit heavy, however, for a game where you just kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 It's pretty good. Needs more
story and abilites (which I know are on the way) and this is a totally solid game. Iw ould recommend buying this for the
whole roadtrip.. I would recommend Toki Tori over this.....
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